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^ The BG News
Tuesday, November 17, 1992

Weather

Bowling Green, Ohio

Economy is Clinton's main focus
by Karen Ball
The Associated Press

Tropical weather -- not!
Today, mostly cloudy with
a chance of rain. High in the
mid-40s. Southwest winds 10
to 20 mph becoming northwest. Chance of rain is 40
percent. Tonight and
Wednesday, variable cloudiness. Low 25 to 30, and the
high Wednesday 40 to 45.
Chance of precipitation is 20
percent Wednesday.

On Campus
Starting with the Finnish:
The BG basketball team
springs into action tonight
against Finland.
□ See page six.

Outside Campus
Rape reported:
A 19-year-old University
student reported to police
Saturday a man forced her
to have sex with him after
he and a friend offered her a
ride home late Friday night
or early Saturday morning.
The victim did not file
charges.
According to the police
report, the victim had been
at Tuxedo Junction, 110 N.
Main St., with friends Friday night and became separated from them. As she was
walking home on East Court
Street, two men pulled up to
her in a car, and the passenger asked her if she wanted
a ride home. She recognized
the man as a person she
knew by first name only and
had seen earlier that night at
M.T. Muggs, 1414 E. Wooster St., and accepted the
ride.
The woman said after she
got into the car, the passenger crawled into the back
seat with her and unbuttoned her jeans. The victim
said she told him no at the
beginning, but made no further attempts to stop him.
She said she asked the man
to wear a condom and he did.
Shortly after, the woman
was dropped off at the corner of East Wooster Street
and Manville Avenue.
Bloodmobile returns:
The American Red Cross
is sponsoring a Bloodmobile
this week at Northeast
Commons. Any interested
donors can give blood between the hours of 10:30
a.m. and 4:30 p.m., today
through Friday.
For more information,
contact campus Red Cross
representatives at 372-2775.

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - President-elect
Clinton and Democratic congressional
leaders promised a "new era" of action
on Monday, and said creating jobs and
restoring America's
economic power would
be their top priorities.
"I will be in a hurry,"
Clinton said at a joint
news conference with
Democratic lawmakers.
"Gridlock is over and
cooperation and teamwork have begun," said
House Majority Leader
Clinton
Richard Gephardt.

Area GOP
politician
denies sex
offenses

CLEVELAND - Here are
Monday night's Ohio Lottery
selections:
Pick 3 Numbers: 6-3-4
Pick 4 Numbers: 1-6-1-5
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$8 million.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

Clinton declared an end to "the Cold
War between the Congress and the White
House" and promised, "Pennsylvania
Avenue will run both ways again."
"I can't say for sure which will and
what won't pass within 100 days," he
said. "I'll just work as hard as I can and
get as much done as quickly as I can."
Clinton said that during his first meeting with congressional leaders all hands
agreed "creating jobs, raising incomes,
getting our economy moving again and
the long-term competitive strength of the
American economy" was the No. 1 objective.
Democratic leaders share his commitment, Clinton said, to health care reform
and bringing down the deficit.
Those attending Sunday's session included Gephardt, House Speaker Tom

Foley and Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell, Vice President-elect Al
Gore and Clinton's wife, Hillary.
"Our dinner last night marks a new era
of cooperation and action in our nation's
capital," Clinton said.
The president-elect has said in the past
a short-term jobs package might come
first on his priority list to get through
Congress.
On Monday, he sought to downplay expectations for what would emerge from
Congress in his first 100 days, saying he
expected to forward proposals on thorny
issues such as health care to Capito! Hill
promptly but not necessarily see them
enacted immediately.
Clinton brushed off speculation Republicans would try to tie his hands, and said
the scope of America's problems would

be his biggest hurdle. He cited the
"mammoth complexity" of health care as
one of the huge challenges ahead.
"I think the problems are likely to give
us far more difficulty than the personalities," he said.
In a wide-ranging news conference,
Clinton also:
ISaid despite the deficit, he'd make
good on his campaign pledge of tax
breaks for the middle class.
^Reiterated his intention to lift the ban
on homosexuals in the military despite
opposition from military leaders and Sen.
Sam Nunn, a Georgia Democrat who
chairs the Senate Armed Services Committee. Clinton said anew he would consult with opponents in working out the
See Clinton, page Four.

They're Back... And They Want Blood

by Christina Wise
city editor
Local Republican John Schulte,
who ran for public office three
times over the past four years,
pled innocent to charges of sexual abuse Monday in the Wcod
County Common Pleas Court.
Schulte, owner of Great Lakes
Equities in Oregon, Ohio, is
charged with one count of sexual
penetration and two counts of
gross sexual imposition. He is
accused of having sexual contact
several times between 1987 and
1990 with two girls who are now
six and eight years old.
Schulte ran for the state senate
in 1988 and for state representative in 1990. Most recently, he
ran for and lost a seat on the state
Board of Education on Nov. 3.
Due to a claim by Schulte's exwife, Sonia, that Prosecuting Attorney Alan Mayberry neglected
to pursue the case two years ago
because both he and Schulte are
members of the local Republican
Party, a special prosecutor,
Elaine Knutson of Tiffin, was assigned to the case.
Mayberry said the allegations
made against him by Mrs. Schulte are unfounded.
"We fully investigated the
case, but while our own personal
beliefs may be there is something to the charges, there is not
enough evidence to press charges," he said.
He further said the same evidence being used in this case was
used in the Schultes' divorce
proceedings and the presiding
judge did not feel there was
enough evidence to deny Schulte
visitation with his two children.
A representative of the Seneca
County Prosecutor's Office said
Knutson does not believe it appropriate to comment on a
pending criminal case.
Schulte could not be reached
for comment. He was released
without bond by Judge Donald
DeCessna and ordered to have no
contact with potential witnesses.
A pre-trial has been scheduled
for Dec. 14.

Thc BG Ntwi/rim Nonmn

Before donating her blood, senior psychology and sociology major
Mona Law gives background information to retired registered
nurse Alice Jorgensen In the Northeast Commons Monday after-

noon. The Red Cross Bloodmobile will run today through Friday
from 10:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. Workers and donors are needed,
Bloodmobile chairwoman Judy Goris said.

Creative writing students rally
by Michael Zawackl
faculty reporter
After hearing rumors last
week the creative writing department could be discontinued,
students in the program are
taking extra action to ensure it
remains intact.
Last week's misunderstanding
between the English department
and Vice President of Academic
Affairs Eloise Clark led to the belief that the possible termination
of the entire creative writing
program was imminent.

Students and faculty apparently believed the planned hiring of
one new professor would go to
the English department, and not
the creative writing department
as planned. According to sources,
the English department was not
going to hire a new professor for
the creative writing program on
the grounds that the program
was considered unviable.
If the program were considered unviable, it would have
been left unprotected by the English department and would eventually be terminated.

Students reacted to the rumor
by rallying outside Friday morning's creative writing department meeting in University Hall,
to show their support for the
program. At the meeting, English
department chairman Richard
Gebhardt announced there had
been a miscommunication and
the English department supported the continuation of the creative writing program.
Matthew Duncan, a junior
creative writing major, said
creative writing students want to
be sure the program does get the
additional professor position. He

added the students want to make
sure the faculty represents them
well by obtaining a quality
professor for the department
quickly.
Duncan added students in the
department do not want to lose
their program, and they are going to be vocal about it.
Laura Beadling, a sophomore
creative writing major, said the
main goal of the Bachelor of Fine
Arts students this year is to show
the University they have a voice
See Writing, page Four.

Teleconference focuses on sexual harassment
by Cynthia Prada
classified staff reporter

Lottery

Volume 75, Issue 60

With the cooperation of University of Toledo, Lourdes College and Findlay University, the
University's Women's Studies
Program recently presented an
interactive teleconference focusing on the issue of sexual harassment on college campuses.
About 70 people attended the
program staged Thursday in Offenhauer West. Ellen Berry, director of the Women's Studies
Program, said mostly administrators attended the conference, including University
President Paul Olscamp.

"We wanted to invite administrators and people with authority because in order to stop sexual
harassment on this campus, we
need awareness and support
from the 'higher ups," " Berry
said. "We as faculty members or
classified staff employees can
only do so much without strong
leadership that believes in the
problem and is willing to do
something about it."
The televised panel discussion
was titled "Confronting Sexual
Harassment on Campus" and was
presented by the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators. It examined various forms of harassment, the

Washington-based Center for
Women's Policy Studies.
Following the presentation, a
local panel discussion took place.
Representatives from Lourdes,
UT, Findlay and the University
discussed problems and possible
solutions at the local level.
Toledo is attempting to solve
the problem with a newly formed
group, the Arts and Sciences
Committee on Sexism and Sex
Discrimination. The group produces fliers and other media mateleconference included North- terials to distribute around camwestern University, De Pauw pus and to administrators to inUniversity, Vanderbilt Universi- crease awareness that 30 to 40
ty, the State University of New
See Teleconference, page Four.
York at Stony Brook and the

"We wanted to invite administrators and people with
authority because In order to stop sexual harassment on
this campus, wo need awareness and support from the
'higher ups/ We as faculty members or classified staff
employees can only do so much without strong leadership
that believes in the problem and is willing to do something
about it"
Ellen Berry, Women's Studies Program director
myths and facts surrounding this
issue and the development of policies and action plans universities can develop and enforce.
Participants represented in the

Opinion
page two
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Confusing city ordinance
catered to clashing claims
You owe, you owe, and off your car
goes. But how much it really costs,
nobody knows.
Getting a car towed from a private
tow-away zone is not a fun prospect for
any student. The cost hurts, especially
for students who lack a disposable $50
they can toss away for the rare pleasure
of having their autos stolen. The inconvenience compounds the fact that there
is a lack of suitable parking available in
this city - especially in situations
where several cars share one driveway
or an apartment has not provided parking whatsoever.
But just when we thought it was safe
to driveMany people are fond of saying students at the University don't have a
parking problem, they have a walking
problem. Fact of the matter is, the City
of Bowling Green has a towing problem
and an ordinance problem. And nowhere has that problem become so evident as in the recent confusion surrounding a student who paid for a car
towing by Sunoco Ultra Service Center,
1530 E. Wooster St.
Senior Tim Burgin was charged $60
for the tow, which he says is above the
maximum limitation set by the city ordinance. Sunoco claims their fee is actually below the maximum limit set by
the same ordinance.
So who is correct? Yes.
Section 70.30 (B)(l)(a)(3) of Codified
Ordinances of the City of Bowling
Green states that the posted signs signifying a private tow-away zone can

warn of "...the payment of a towing
charge, in an amount not to exceed $70
and a storage charge not to exceed $8
per 24-hour period." So, $70 it says in
black and white. Cut and dried, right?
Wrong.
Section 70.30 (E) of the same code
calls for "...an amount [of the actual
fine] not to exceed $40 and storage, in
an amount not to exceed $5 per 24-hour
period."
Same code, different language. Sunoco is right, and so is Burgin. Or they're
both wrong. Who knows?
Last night at the City Council meeting, two amendments were made to the
ordinance, setting the towing ceiling at
a limit made by the municipal administrator. We're glad that the city's moving
this problem before further troubles
pop up.
But the question stands - why did this
ordinance get through in the first
place?
Slipshod and sloppy are two words
that come up when looking at a mistake
like this. And who knows if there are
other ticking time bombs of skewed legislation?
It's not the end of the world. It's not a
criminal miscarriage of justice. But it
is an error, and it has caused problems
for the people it was supposed to
protect.
The city knows it made a mistake and
is working to fix it. We can only hope
the city will also look a little more
closely next time before signing something into law.

Campus mail made scapegoat
Post office not necessarily to blame for misdirected items
The BG News:
I'd like to take this opportunity
to express my dissatisfaction
with the article in the Nov. 4 edition of The News titled, "Snag
keeps students from voting."
First, I'd like to applaud the
College Democrats in trying to
register students for America's
greatest privilege, and I sympathize with those students
whose registration forms were
not processed in time for the
election year.
I can assure you, however, that
the fault does not lie with the
campus mail system, but it appears rather that the fault could
lie with Mr. Brennan and the selfadmitted lack of organization of
the College Democrats.
Since I have worked with the
post office for the past year and a
half, I cannot say that the campus
mail system is flawless, but we
do make every effort to ensure
that the mail gets to its designated place. One way people can be
assured of a fast delivery is ad-

dressing the mail correctly; this
includes name (first and last),
residence hall or department and
a return address.
If the envelope is not addressed in this manner, it takes
longer for the mail to be delivered since we have to take
time out to look up the correct
address.
A few other points are that
campus mail does not need a
stamp; sometimes there are a
few pieces of campus mail which
sneak out of the campus mail
system, but the Toledo Post Office does make an effort to return all campus mail. If a piece of
mail is a life or death situation,
take the letter to the designated
place yourself.
A reminder for all of those students who live in the residence
halls; If you place a letter in the
mail after 9 a.m. in your hall, the
letter - be it campus mail or federal - will not go out until after 9
am. the next day.

Just remember that the campus mail system is a privilege,
and other universities our size Toledo, Ohio University, Miami,
Kent State, Ohio State and Michigan - do not provide a campus
mail service. There, the students
have to take their own mail to the
designated place.
In closing, I'd like to point out
that it appears that Mr. Brennan
is preparing for a presidential
campaign himself, with his "It
couldn't possibly be my fault ~
I pass the buck" comments about
the campus post office.
I feel, however, that he would
be better suited for the position
of Democratic mascot (jackass,
for those readers who are not politically inclined).
Teri Waugh
Senior
Interior design
And other student post office
workers

Differences, doldrums
dragging us down again
Homesick:
This is a true story.
I have a cousin, Chris, who is a
pre-med student at Mount Union
College. The man is brilliant - National Honor Society, Skull
and Bones Club, etc., etc.
He also plays football at Mount
Union, which is, like, the size of
our Student Health Center. This
may explain the following anecdote.
Chris' dad is a barber. Between
him (Chris' dad), his cousins and
other relatives, his family has a
monopoly on the barbershop/salon business in Northeast
Ohio, or at least in Youngstown.
His shop is the only place I will
get my hair cut. Hey, it's free
and the conversation is good.
"Did I ever tell you about the
time your dad and I got picked up
by these two girls and I forgot I
was married?" he will say.
"I believe so, kind uncle."
"Well, I was about your age. I'd
only been married for about a
week..."
I don't bother to tell him I know
the story. I mean, he's pushing
SO. Chastising him could shatter
his ego or, worse, mean I start
paying for my haircuts.
Anyway, I was sitting in the
funky chair for a trim when in
walked Chris, who happens to be
built more like a degenerate rock
musician than a football player.
"Don't you have a game today?" his dad asked.
"Yeah, didn't feel like playing."
"But you start."
The Rough-and-Tumble World
of High School Politics
No, I'm not talking about student council. The people I went to
high school with who were on
student council are now being
even bigger geeks in the student
governments at their respective
universities. Maybe they're even

as being distractive or distasteful. When the principal of that
Scott DeKatch
school sent her home, he made
his own statement; Fail to acknowledge any ills of society.
And this is not an isolated case.
Public schools send HIV victims
home because some uninformed,
bigoted PTA member thinks
his/her kids will get infected by
breathing the same air as that
awful, infected leper-like dredge
of society.
My junior high principal once
sent a girl home for wearing a
Motley Crue T-shirt, because, he
getting bar-and-grills for their said, it contained a Satanic messchools.
sage. Then again, this was a man
What I'm talking about is what who showered like once a month
happens when a high school stuMy own high school became a
dent decides to make a statement
or, just, for whatever reason, be a heated parental battleground
when an article in the school
little different.
paper made fun of the football
team, which was something like
0-10. They wanted the writer of
"Public schools send HIV
the article to be suspended.
victims home because some
November Doldrums:
There's really not much going
uninformed, bigoted PTA
on, y'know. If you based your
member thinks his/her kids judgment of the week's news on
what you saw on local TV, you
will get infected by
would probably be waiting for
breathing the same air as
Bill Clinton to release his newest
that awful, infected
home video, Jogging: What Every
President Needs to Know About
leper-like dredge of
Photo Opportunities.
society."
I did get a letter last week,
though. And, while it temporararily inflated my ego, I
ended up having to go on lithium
Like this girl in F.lmira, N.Y., after the rough comedown. It was
who decorated her clothing and kind of like crack.
I wrote back, like I always do,
hair with packaged condoms. She
said she wore them as both a and mused at what kind of mental
fashion statement and social state one would have to be in to
read one of these loosely-strung
commentary.
columns and actually enjoy it.
They sent her home.
I fail to see the logic behind a November is the ugliest month
public school, a bastion and, if I had it to do again, I
for education implementing a would pack up and head south. A
dress code when somebody hurricane beats a blizzard any
wears something someone sees day.

Dan Durica
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Bar and grill is 'a good idea' Pedestrian values concern
USG's proposal workable, could benefit University Coverage benefits everyone by increasing awareness
The BG News:
The News' editorial staff has
struck again. They have printed
an opinion on an issue that they
have obviously taken little. If
any, time to research.
The issue to which I am referring to is the Undergraduate Student Government proposal to
have a bar and grill in the University Union.The News thinks
USG is wasting their time with
this issue because the University
doesn't have the money, plus
they would never allow such a
bar. Their argument fails to look
at several key issues.
First of all, the University
Union currently sells beer to
those who are of legal age.
Therefore, the University is
already allowing a bar and grill
in the Union.
Any student who is 21 years old
can order a burger from the
Union's grill and a beer from the
Pizza Outlet. Then this student's
friends can do the same, and they
can actually gather at one of the
tables at the Union. Presto! Bar
and grill! What a concept!
The only new idea USG is calling for is to have a bar and grill
in an atmosphere that will attract
students in large numbers as a
social gathering place. This is a

Dave

^

great idea, and the University
might even like It.
Most administrators are always looking for new ideas for
on-campus activities. Look at
Dry Dock and the coffeehouses
in the Bowl-N-Greenery. Plus, if
this bar and grill became popular, the University could even
make money off it. Now this is a
concept, especially when one
considers that most of the University dining halls actually lose
money!
Is this really a new idea? Not
really. The University Union
used to have beer blasts during
happy hours on Friday nights
when the drinking age was still
19. In addition, the current Union
computer lab was once a social
gathering place for coffeehouses.
There is speculation that with
Hayes Hall becoming the University's computer center, the
future need of a Union lab is
questionable. If the Union lab
were to close, it could easily be
converted Into the type of bar
and grill USG has In mind.
My point in writing this is to
express my feelings that the students reading the school newspaper are often misled by what

The BG News:
I was happy and wish to congratulate you on the appropriateness of your recent editorial regarding the callous disreThe information stated in this gard motorists often have for
letter should have been gathered pedestrians at our trafby The News' editorial staff be- fic/pedestrian crosswalks on
fore they wrote an opinion. It campus.
could have been gathered from
You may be interested to know
any number of sources, including that Duane Wittenmeyer and
USG president Jason Jackson, myself (and some other emco-sponsor of the USG proposal, ployees of BGSU working in the
and past University Union Ad- Administration Building at that
visory Committee member Mi- time) were successful many
chael Brennan, or the Director of
Student Activities and Orientation, Gregg DeCrane.
Whether or not a bar and grill
is a good idea is really not the issue, but the problem is that many The BG News:
students now consider it imposThis complaint is in reaction to
sible after reading a few poorly an incident that occurred on
planned sentences in the school Sunday, Nov. 8 at approximately
newspaper.
12 a.m.
I was experiencing an asthma
If The News does not start attack in the Galley in the baseresearching issues that they ment of Harshman Quadrangle.
want to state an opinion on a little Two of my friends drove to
better, then the student body McDonald, where I live, to try to
should demand that the name of find my medicine. On their way
the paper be changed to The BG back, they were stopped by a
Snooze.
campus police officer. The passenger ran to give me the medMike Sears
icine, hoping they could avoid an
Former USG president
expensive trip to the hospital.
The driver stayed with the
police officer and explained the
medical emergency while I was
can best be described as shoddy
journalism. I should not have had
to write this.

years ago in voicing enough concern for our safety at that crossing, and the city erected the
island and signs which you now
find in place.
Obviously, over the years as
motorists and pedestrians become accustomed to that area,
habit replaces awareness and
"pedestrian beware..."
I would like to say that the situation is the same in the area of
the Health Center and Moore
Musical Arts crosswalks on
Ridge Street. A pedestrian can be

in the crosswalk and only rarely
(I find) will motorists (or bicyclists) stop for the pedestrian
"right of way."
I am sure your attention to this
problem is greatly appreciated
by those pedestrians who every
day run the risk of serious injury
when crossing the streets. Thank
you!
Mark S.Kelly
Associate professor

Officer inconsiderate of asthmatic

David Miller

being carried out to a nearby car.
The driver asked the officer to
help me, but he refused and then
wrote a ticket for running a stop
sign. He commented that the
driver was lucky to receive only
one ticket and not three.
During this time, a city police
officer drove up, spoke with the
campus officer, and continued on
when someone tried to flag him
down for help.
While I was being treated at
Wood County Hospital, the campus police officer arrived and
asked my friends in the waiting
room for my student ID card.
The officer called in my name
and Social Security number to

headquarters; everything must
have checked out because the
officer lectured my friends in a
condescending tone, saying that
they should have called the campus police immediately because
they could have handled the situation better.
If this is the kind of help that
my tuition is paying for, I would
much rather trust my friends
than the paid officials of this
University.
Trayc D. Sedor
Junior
Elementary education

FALCON BASKETBALL - HOME EXHIBITION VS. FINLAND - TONIGHT
WOMEN - 5:45 PM, MEN - 8:00 P.M.

JUST PRESENT STUDENT 1.0. FOR ADMISSION

Seniors!
Which group are you in?

Those pictured in The KEY.

1

1

1

1

1

o

1

1

Those not pictured.

Don't be a blank spot in your class history.

Only four days left
in this session. If you still have a pre-scheduled appointment this week, keep it! If you
missed your appointment, we'll take you as a walk-in. But Friday is the last day!
Come to The KEY, 28 West Hall or call 372-8086.

Campus
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USG suggests campus child care
by JenI Bond
student government reporter

Tm not asking for cash [necessarily]. I just need

Undergraduate Student
Government Monday passed a assistance hi the education process and making people
bill that requests an on-campus aware."
child care center be established
Peter E. Ogbuji, activist for Somalian issues
and a bill stating USG will take
an active leadership role in combating the possibility of further
budget cuts to higher education.
The bill concerning the child lations, according to Thomas voted to give $200 to Peter E. Ogcare center states a facility Garey, USG off-campus liaison.
buji, who speaks to "anyone who
would attract more students to
USG also plans to deal with will listen" about starvation in
the University who can not at- further budget cuts using "any Somalia, a country fighting a civtend due to lack of child care fa- means necessary to accomplish il war.
cilities. It also requests the ad- this goal." USG President Jason
Ogbuji spoke at the last genministration consider South Hall Jackson said it is difficult to de- eral assembly meeting and enas a location for the center when termine what type of action USG couraged members to sign petiwill take because it is dealing tions calling for the United Nait is rebuilt.
In addition, the bill calls for the with a hypothetical situation.
tions to send peacekeeping
"It is hard for me to say what forces to Somalia. The money is
establishment of a committee to
research the issue further. The the programs will be," Jackson to pay for Ogbuji's costs, such as
facility would also create em- said. "You'll just have to trust travel expenses and photocopyployment on campus and en- me."
ing.
hance University-community reIn other business, the assembly
"I'm not asking for cash

[necessarily]," Ogbuji said. "I
just need assistance in the education process and making people
aware."
USG also passed several constitutional amendments and bylaw revisions, but tabled controversial amendments until the
next general assembly meeting.
Senator Matt Fair said the Faculty Indication Booklets and the
process of putting it together will
be researched.
"It has never been [researched] before," Fair said. "The
booklets are adequate, but they
could be better."
Fair said the booklets should
meet both student and faculty
needs.
"It is a very tall order to fill,"
he said. "We will get input from
students and contact other
schools which have evaluations."

ROTC cadets third in Ranger Challenge
by Todd Kleismlt
contributing reporter

University ROTC cadets
slipped to third in this weekend's
regional Ranger Challenge competition, down from the first
place they achieved in last year's
event.
The competition, which is a
contest that pits 109 schools
against each other in eight basic
military skill events, took place
in Fort Knox, Ky. The University
of Alabama captured first place
while Ball State was the runnerup.
"There's always a disappointment when you're a region champ one year, and you go
back, and you don't fill the seat
again," said Capt. Nick Harris,
team adviser. "But everyone
gave 250 percent. They were
physically and mentally tough."

"I don't think we were any less
competitive than Alabama, it's
just that they gave 255 percent,
which put them over the top,"
Harris added.
The cadets competed against
the top 17 teams in the region,
finishing consistently in the top
five in all categories.
The Ranger Challenge consists
of a physical training test, a
grenade assault course, an M-16
qualification event, weapons assembly, a one-rope bridge event,
a 10-kilometer rucksack race, patrolling and a medical evacuation
course. Most events are scored
according to speed.
"You have to take your hat off
to Alabama," Harris said. "I don't
think we could have gone back
and done anything different or
done any better. We were as prepared as we could be."

Clinton
Continued from page One.
details of his policy.

Nunn is said to be under consideration for secretary of defense and Clinton said his disagreement with Nunn on the issue wouldn't hurt the senator's
Cabinet prospects.
He would consult with opponents in working out the details
of his policy.
"One of the things that has gotten presidents in trouble in the
past, big time, is having people
around them who were afraid to
disagree with them, even in private," Clinton said.
O Spoke favorably of Foley's
proposal for a compromise on

line-item veto legislation. Clinton
wants to be able to kill individual
spending items within larger appropriations bills. Under Foley's
proposal, a presidential veto of a
specific spending item could be
overridden by a majority of
lawmakers.
□ Said there are several options available to deal with the
strife in the former Yugoslavia,
"short of sending troops in."
G Said he wouldn't improve
diplomatic relations with Vietnam until leaders there offer the
"fullest possible accounting" for
the fate of Americans missing in
action since the Vietnam War.

Custom Color
Calendars!
Bring your favorite original photos, graphics, or
designs into Kinko's and we'll create your own
personalized full color calendar on
our state of the art color copier.
I Copy original color
photos or designs
I Personalize special dates
I 12 month and year-at-a-glance
formats available
ft Ideal for holiday gifts

Cadet team captain Nelson
Kraft, a junior criminal justice
major, said the team was hurt
because five of last year's team
members graduated.
"That was a big loss," Kraft
said. "We lost a lot of veterans.
But we're happy with our finish.
We know we'll be back next
year."

"Actually, I expected us to win
[the regional]," he added. "But
I'm happy as long as every guy
gives it 200 percent. If he can
look in the mirror and say, 'Hey,
I gave it 200 percent," that's all
that matters."
Harris has little doubt as to
what the team's goal is for next
year.

blotter
a A 16-year-old boy was arrested on delinquent child charges Saturday for allegedly
"pounding on" an 18-year-old
man on the corner of East Wooster and South Main streets, police
said.
D Steven K. Mawer, 23, 701
Fifth St., and Bret M. Gargasz,
23, 211 S. Enterprise St., were
both cited for disorderly conduct
Saturday. According to police,
Mawer and Gargasz were involved in a fight on the corner of
East Court and North Main
streets Saturday.
a Curtis W. Collins, 1022 Varsity West, was arrested for DUI
and willful and wanton disregard
Sunday. Police said Collins was
first observed driving fast and
erratically in the 800 block of
Klotz Road. He then allegedly
turned into the parking lot of
nearby Varsity Square Apartments and struck two parked vehicles, police reported.
a Thomas E. Worthington, 37,
and Selena L. Garno, 28, both of
214 Napoleon Road #63, were
both cited for domestic violence
and disorderly conduct with persistence Sunday. According to
police, Worthington and Garno
were allegedly intoxicated and
involved in a physical fight in
their apartment and both had
visible facial injuries resulting
from the fight.
3 A resident of South Summit
Street reported someone attempted to break into his apartment
while he was inside Sunday. The
resident said he heard a scratching noise at a rear window, and

"We're going to be right back
in the region seat," he said. "We'- Writing
re only losing one cadet. We've
got four or five new guys that got Continued from page One.
a feel for the Superbowl of
Ranger Challenge. We'll be and not to let the English department dictate the existence of
back."
their program.
"We want the University to
know that this is our program
and that it is important to us,"
Beadling said.
Rita Costello, a sophomore
creative writing major, said the
BFA students are setting up letter-writing committees to let the
department and Clark know they
by Jason Peslikls
have a voice.
city reporter
"We want to make sure we're
known," Costello said.
Many area organizations and businesses are collecting food
Costello said there are about
for Northwest Ohio's poor and homeless, but the Late Nite
100 BFA students who are all
Video-sponsored food drive may be using a national non-profit
concerned with the future of the
organization's name inappropriately, according to Cathy Super,
program.
director of development for Second Harvest National Food Bank
She added they have also been
Network.
talking to the Honors Program to
Companies sometimes use the Second Harvest name without
get them involved.
authorization, as a public relations gambit to increase business,
Beadling said the creative
Super said.
writing program is not only imShe added the practice misleads people and is just a way to
portant to students, but it is vital
make a company's promotion look more appealing by using the
to the University as well. The
name of a nationally-known charitable organization.
program is unique because it
Late Nite Video, 140 E. Wooster St., is offering a second video
offers a Bachelor of Fine Arts
rental free when a customer donates food to the food drive. A
degree that is separate from a
recent press release states all donations will go to Second
degree in English.
Harvest. However, Lynn Gagel, Late Nite Video manager, and
The University is also one of
Rebecca Cheney, Bowling Green Christian Food Pantry coordinator, said all the food is going to the Food Pantry - not Second
Teleconference —
Harvest.
Super said she did not know if Late Nite Video had the proper
Continued from page One.
authorization to use the Second Harvest name.
Douglas Roch, Late Nite Video co-owner, whose name appears
percent of college students are
on the press release, said the food is going to Second Harvest.
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Kraft said that just qualifying
for the regional competition was
an accomplishment. The team
had to finish in the top three in
their brigade to make it to Fort
Knox.

Food bank questions
use of name by store

he saw a man, who then ran
northbound along the railroad
tracks, headed toward Palmer
Avenue. The suspect is described
as a white male, six feet tall, with
a medium build and a crew cut,
wearing a black shirt and hat and
blue jeans.
a Charges of underage consumption and disorderly conduct
are pending against a 16-year-old
boy who was found intoxicated
and passed out on the hood of a
car on West Evers Avenue Sunday morning. According to the
police report, a resident of Liberty Street called police to tell
thern he observed the boy, who
was not wearing a coat or shoes
even though it was 30 degrees,
staggering down the street. The
officer who located the boy attempted to wake him by shaking
him and also with an ammonia
inhalant, with no success. The
juvenile, whose blood alcohol
content was .270 percent, was
taken to the Wood County Hospital for treatment and will be
transported to the Wood County
Juvenile Detention Center when
he recovers.

the first in the country to incorporate creative writing as a separate degree.
Juliet Cook, a sophomore creative writing major, said she believes it is ridiculous to cut the
cr^f-^ve writing program because there are more creative
writing majors than there are
English majors.
"A lot of people come [to the
University] for the BFA degree,"
Cook said.
Martha Larson, a junior creative writing major and the BFA
representative to the creative
writing committee, said the main
reason she chose to study at the
University is because of the reputation it has in the field of creative writing.
Larson also said she wants the
program to have a future so other
people can have the same opportunity that she did.
"The English department and
the University don't seem eager
to support the program," Larson
said. "Killing this program would
hurt the University as a whole."

O Against the law.
The University has a sexual
harassment policy but Berry said
it is extremely outdated and not
strictly enforced.
"The biggest problem with our
policy is that it is not explicit
enough on what constitutes improper behavior and does not
provide clear instructions on who
to take a complaint to or where to
seek help," she said.
One of the main focuses of the
panel discussion was figuring out
ways to educate students about
the problem, whether it be
through freshman orientation,
Greek 101 or various courses.
Students can currently seek
help through department advisers, faculty members, the
Women's Studies Program or
agencies like The Link, which has
a 24-hour hotline at 352-1545.
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Else where

Detroit cops charged
with manslaughter,
murder of motorist
by Julia Prodis
The Associated Press

DETROIT - Two police officers were charged Monday with
murder and one with manslaughter in the beating death of a
black motorist, a case that drew parallels with the Rodney King
confrontation in Los Angeles.
A fourth officer was charged with assault with intent to do
great bodily harm. Three other officers who also had been suspended after the Nov. S beating of Malice Green were not
charged.
Green, 35, died of head injuries after being beaten on an innercity street near a suspected drug house.
"I feel justice is done. ... I think they handled it very well,"
said the victim's father, Jessie Green Jr.
"He's dead, and any charges aren't going to bring him back. I
got to live on."
Three of the officers charged, including the two charged with
murder, are white. The one charged with manslaughter is black.
While the beating of an unarmed motorist drew parallels to
the videotaped beating of King and the rioting that followed the
acquittal of officers in that case, NAACP officials have said the
Detroit case was different.
They credited quick action by Police Chief Stanley Knox in
suspending the officers allegedly involved. And Mayor Coleman
Young publicly denounced the beating. Knox and Young are
black.
Knox has said he did not believe the beating was racially motivated and Wayne County Prosecutor John D. O'Hair said Monday no racial epithets were used during shouting witnesses said
was going on during the beating.
"What was in their minds is hard to tell," he said.
Fifty-eight percent of the 3,850-member force is black in a
city that is 75 percent black.
Knox had suspended seven officers Nov. 6, a day after Green's
death. O'Hair said there was not enough evidence to charge the
three other officers. Those officers remain on indefinite suspension, police Sgt. Christopher Buck said Monday.
"What is different in Detroit is the leadership," Jack Gravely,
NAACP national director of special projects, said. "When we
compare what happened in Detroit with what happened on the
other coast, it does make a difference. Without it, this city probably would still be burning at its walls today."
While the four officers were being arraigned, about a dozen
people demonstrated at the site of the beating.
The Rev. Edward Collins of God's Word Tabernacle said he
thinks the charges are too lenient.
"We're not looking for violence," he told the demonstrators.
"We're not burning our businesses. We're not burning our
stores."
O'Hair refused to give details of the beating. Witnesses have
said it occurred after Green and police argued when he dropped
off a passenger near a suspected drug house, and that Green refused to open his clenched hand.
Undercover officers Larry Nevers and Walter Budzyn were
charged with second-degree murder. They could get life in
prison if convicted.
Sgt. Freddie Douglas was charged with involuntary manslaughter, which carries a maximum 15-year sentence, and willful neglect of duty, punishable by a year. The ranking officer on
the scene was accused of failing to try to stop the beating.
Officer Robert Lessnau was charged with assault with intent
to do great bodily harm, punishable by 10 years in prison.
Nevers, 52, was known in the neighborhood as Starsky, after
the streetwise cop in television's "Starsky and Hutch." Budzyn,
42, was named an Officer of the Year by his union in 1990 for
making 31 arrests and recovering six stolen cars. The two also
had been named in 25 citizen complaints and five lawsuits.
Bail was set at $100,000 each for Budzyn and Nevers, $25,000
for Douglas and $10,000 for Lessnau. A hearing was set for Dec.
14.
An officer not involved in the case, David Malhalab, said he
thought those charged in the beating have already been "tried,
convicted and found guilty" by the mayor and the media
"What you will find is that the officers are victims of a department that has failed in its responsibility to provide adequate
training, supervision and equipment," Malhalab said.
Budzyn and Nevers were freed on $100,000 bond each, Douglas on $25,000 and Lessnau on $10,000. A hearing was set for
Dec. 14.

Colleges offer high-tech courses
by John Williams
College Press Service

Instead of living on campus or
commuting to school, thousands
of students nationwide are receiving a college education
through high-tech means, including two-way live video and television courses.
With videotapes and textbooks,
or two-way video and audio, students can now receive an associate of arts degree without ever
stepping on campus. Some colleges are investigating ways stu
dents can earn four-year degrees
at remote sites.
Leaders in the television education movement say such delivery makes a college education
available to people who live too
far to commute to school or don't
have time to attend classes out of
their area.
"What we are finding is that
students at a distance do not perform any less than if they were
here on campus," said Clark Ketchum, a spokesman at the University of Maine at Augusta.
"The advantage for these students is basically access. Distance precluded them from
taking classes."
The University of Maine's seven campuses are tied together by
an electronic distance education
system. Students at one campus
can hear and see a lecture on another campus. This system enables students to respond to instructors and vice versa Fifty
high school sites are tied into the
system.
There are 2,641 students enrolled in the University of
Maine's distance programs out of
a total of 32,826 in the university

The Associated Press
FAIRBORN, Ohio - Thirteen
people charged with criminal
trespassing during a demonstration at the Southwestern
Portland Cement Co. incinerator
may face as many as 30 days in
jail.
About 75 people picketed at the
plant entrance in Bath Township
Saturday to protest the burning
of toxic materials in a cement
kiln. Greene County sheriff's
deputies arrested 13 demonstrators and accused them of going
on company property.

All were released on their own
recognizance from the city jail.
They face a maximum fine of
$250 and a possible 30-day jail
sentence if they are convicted of
the fourth-degree misdemeanor.
Two Antioch College students
were arrested on the same
charge at the plant last Dec. 7. A
group of Antioch students was at
the demonstration Saturday.
A group called the Greene Environmental Coalition has been
protesting the burning of toxic
chemical wastes at the site for
the last two years. The wastes
are burned so the company can
make a component of cement.

system, Kctchum said. They pay
no extra tuition or fees for the
telecommunications courses.
These students can receive associate of arts degrees in business administration, general
studies, liberal arts and social
services. "Hopefully they can
transfer to a campus and get a
bachelor's degree," he said.
"Down the road they will be able
to get a bachelor's on television."
The system, and several like it

The Associated Press

MIAMI -- A federal judge
Monday ordered Miami to provide two "safe zones" where
homeless people can eat and
sleep without being arrested.
The ruling came in a 1988 lawsuit filed by the American Civil
Liberties Union, which said
police arrested homeless people
to drive them from public view
before such events as the Orange
Bowl and Super Bowl drew tourists and national a!tent ion to the
city.
The lawsuit was filed on behalf
of the city's estimated 6,000
homeless people.
U.S. District Judge C. Clyde
Atkins told the two sides to meet
within 15 days to establish two
"safe zones where homeless people who have no alternative shel-

ter can remain without being arrested for harmless conduct."
He said they should try to
agree on sites near feeding programs, health clinics and other
services that help the homeless.
He ordered both sides to report
back within 30 days.
ACLU state Director Robyn
Blumner said she was ecstatic
with the ruling, and said the
judge "has blazed the future path
of homeless rights."
"He has recognized that police
power must have limits and that
citizens who do not have homes
must nonetheless be free to
exist," she said.
Leon Firtel, an attorney for the
city, didn't return telephone calls
Monday.
The city had argued it was
protecting public safety and enforcing ordinances that reflected

PONT MISS IT!!!

public concerns.
The ACLU filed its lawsuit in
December 1988, contending the
city shouldn't harass people who
had nowhere else to go. The city
then halted homeless arrest
sweeps, and Atkins' ruling bars
them from resuming the practice.
Atkins said the homeless may
still be arrested for criminal behavior, but he barred arrests in
the safe zones for "sleeping and
performing other harmless lifesustaining activities."
Atkins also renewed a 1991 order preventing the city from destroying possessions belonging
to homeless people.
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The ACLU is still pursuing
separate action seeking damages
for the homeless.
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sleeping or eating in a portion ot
Bicentennial Park downtown and
underneath the Interstate 395
overpass where some have been
living.

Until the sites are agreed upon,
Atkins' order bars the city from
arresting homeless people for
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nationwide, is not without detractors who say students lose out by
not being in a classroom with an
instuctor and fellow students.
Ketchum said the University of
Maine's system, which began in
1989, has determined the students in telecommunications
courses do no worse or better
than traditional on-campus students.
"The underlying element is the
students' motivation to learn.

They are independent people
who aren't missing anything,"
Ketchum said. "The down side is
the traditional socialization that
we are aware of and participated
in. For many students, this is a
minor issue. The major issue is
getting an education. Students
are students, this is a minor issue. The major issue is getting an
education. Students are basically
more pleased to have the access
than to have lost that social contact."
Lou Poirier, asistant dean for
continuing education at Fort
Hays State University in Kansas,
said his school has a unique mission. The university is located in
western Kansas, a rural area in
which students live up to 250
miles away from the campus.
"Distance is a major factor that
we are trying to bridge. Many
non-traditional students can't
come to campus," he said.
The school has three programs.
One involves interactive video,
which is just getting off the
ground, and an interactive audio
system at 37 sites in Kansas. The
sites, mostly at community colleges or public libraries, provide
instructors and students with a
two-way audio capability.
The other instructional program uses audio tapes that are
mailed to students with textbooks and a syllabus. The student
has everything to complete the
course and may never see the
professor, who tapes an introduction to each class.
The down side? "You do not
have the interaction. You are
trading off for the flexibility and
accessibility for the course. The
only way you can get a higher
education is this accessibility,"
Poirier said.

Miami homeless given 'safe zones'
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BG basketball action begins tonight
Depth at guard concerns Larranaga
by Steve Seasly
assistant sports editor

The men's basketball team
tips off its season tonight at
8:00 p.m. against the Finland
National Team at Anderson
Arena. Even though its an exhibition contest, there are
many real questions that the
Falcons need to begin answering.
The first
question rev o 1 v e s
around the
inside game
of BG. Tom
Hall (11.0
points, 7.6
rebounds),
Jason Crump
Larranaga
and Jason
Hall are gone
from last year's club that was
fifth in the Mid-American Conference in rebounding margin
(-0.1). Will newcomers James
Cerisier, a 6-6 forward, and
Ramon Knopper, a 6-8 forward,
provide the inside prowess
necessary to make the Falcons

uA

BG senior guard Michael Huger and the rest of the Falcon basketball
team will open up exhibition play tonight against Finland.

The BG NcwsfTim Norman

Petty goes out in style
The Associated Press

HAMPTON, Ga - In 35
years as a driver and several
more as a youngster watching
his father race, Richard Petty
never saw anything like it.
An hour after Sunday's
season-ending Hooters 500,
most of the record NASCAR
crowd estimated at 165,000 was
still in the stands and infield at
Atlanta Motor Speedway, still
cheering his every move to the
bright blue skies.
They were paying homage to
the king of stock car racing on
the day when he stepped out of
his car for the last time as a
professional driver.
"It was the dangdest thing I

ever seen," Petty said. "When
the race was over, didn't nobody go anywhere."
It was Petty, now 55, who
dragged and led stock car racing into the mainstream of
American sports. He did it with
grace, class and humor, winning thousands of fans for himself and the sport along the
way.
"I guess I'm glad it's over,
but my feeling of relief is more
from the family standpoint,"
Petty said of his year-long,
self-orchestrated goodbye to
driving.
He ended his illustrious career on a bittersweet note,
crashing early in the race and
coming back in his battered
No. 43 to run the final lap and

MARK'S
"Home of The Six Day Party'
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take a curtain call lap in front
of the wildly cheering crowd.
"I was trying to stay out of
everybody's way and danged if
I didn't get in a wreck anyway," Petty said.
Petty said that after the
wreck he waited in his team's
trailer, knowing it was all over
but the last slow lap and the
final tribute.
"My three daughters came in
and they were crying and my
wife, Lynda, was crying. I saw
how glad they were that it was
over with and I guess I was relieved for them. I had mixed
emotions but right now I feel
good about it."

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
Fall & Summer Brochures
are now available at
John Newlove Real Estate
Over 500 Units Still Available.

The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - Baseball's decision to expand to
Florida and Colorado came at the worst time possible for the Cleveland Indians.
After shedding their remaining high-priced veterans in 1991 and focusing their rebuilding program on a revamped farm system, the Indians expect to lose three highly regarded major leaguers
or prospects in Tuesday's expansion draft.
"We like all of our players. We don't want to lose
any of them," said general manager John Hart.

The Indians believe they are more vulnerable to
being damaged in the expansion draft than some
other teams because they are so young. They have
been gearing their program to 1994, when they
hope to be competitive as they enter a new downtown stadium.
The balance of the list reportedly names pitchers Jose Mesa, Charles Nagy and Steve Olin, catcher Sandy Alomar, infielders Carlos Baerga,
Reggie Jefferson, Mark Lewis and Paul Sorrento,
and outfielders Albert Belle, Glenallen Hill, Thomas Howard, Kenny Lofton and Mark Whiten.

Foreman or Lewis next
The Associated Press

ARLINGTON, Va - More than
two days after the biggest victory of his life, Riddick Bowe still
hasn't accepted that he's the
world heavyweight boxing
champion.
Back by Popular Demand "I suppose it will probably sink
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This course will address itself to three international problems,
humanitarian and military intervention, international distributive justice
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moral skepticism and the moral standing of the nation-state must be
addressed first. The class will analyze these two issues first and then
move on to an analysis of the three specific international problems
TR 11:30-1:00
Section #3829

lack of depth at the guard position. Sophomore guard Mike
Swanson, impressive in BG's
initial practices, sustained a
hamstring injury last week
while sophomore Ray Lynch
averaged just three points a
game last season and shot a
meager 31 percent from the
perimeter in limited action.
"We still have a lot of question marks in terms of what
guard is going to rotate in with
Michael (Huger) and Vada
(Burnett) in the backcourt,"
Larranaga said.
Transfer Shane Komives is
expected to aid the Falcon perimeter play but it may take
some time before he becomes
acclimated to his fellow teammates. As a senior at St. John's
High School in Toledo, Komives averaged 29.1 points, 8.6
rebounds and 3.7 assists. His
father was a former Falcon AllAmerican who is BG's career
scoring leader.
"Shane is cut out of the same
mold as his dad," Larranaga
said. "He is very tough and
hard-nosed. He also shoots the
ball real well."

Cleveland expected to be
hurt by Florida, Colorado

The Towers Inn

Remember: Wednesday
Night Karoke Night

contenders in the MAC? The
Falcons will begin to find out
tonight.
BG coach Jim Larranaga believes Cerisier and Knopper
possess the necessary qualities
to help shore up the BG's
middle.
"Ramon (Knopper) and Cerisier can help us immediately.
They are hungry to learn the
game of basketball," Larranaga said.
Moving from the frontcourt
to the backcourt, the Falcons
guard strength of Michael
Huger and Vada Burnett has
been depleted due to an injury
to Burnett. He broke a bone in
his foot and his future is uncertain. Huger, however, has given all indications in practice
that he is ready to make his
final year at BGSU a memorable one. Last season he averaged 12.1 points per game and
3.2 assists.
"Huger is one of the great
players in the country, and we
expect him to have a great
year," Larranaga said. The
question that still hovers over
the Falcon camp concerns the

Instructor: Pam Ryan

me home," Bowe said. "This
makes me an official part of the
community."
The 6-foot-5, 235-pound Bowe
captured the crown with a unanimous decision over Holyfield. It
was the first time in 32 professional fights that Bowe went 12
rounds.
"I wasn't worried about that,"
Bowe said. "I knew what I was
capable of doing heading into the
fight. After the second round, I
knew I was in complete control."
Bowe said he planncu to take
some courses in business administration, drama and broadcast
journalism at Howard University.
"I've been out of school for six
years now," he said. "My mother
always told me to practice what I
preached. And I've been telling
kids to stay in school and away
from drugs and alcohol."
Rock Newman, Bowe's manager, wouldn't discuss a timetable for Bowe's first title defense.
He did say, however, that he
wanted to work out a deal with

British challenger Lennox Lewis
as soon as possible.
"We'd like to get a signed
agreement in which Riddick
would fight Lennox Lewis on
either his first or second defense," Newman said. "I think
it's extremely important to get
that taken care of as soon as possible. But I want the best deal for
Riddick that I possibly can get."
Lewis is ranked as the world's
No. 1 contender. One possible
scenario would have Bowe meeting George Foreman first, possibly in China. A bout with Lewis
could then follow in the summer
of 1993.
While Newman wouldn't discuss specifics, he did say that he
expected the 25-year-old Bowe to
fight possibly as much as "three
or four times a year".
"Riddick has always done well
when he's kept active," Newman
said. "Ideally, if he fights four
times a year, that means he
trains three times each year.
He's always been a better fighter
when he's stayed in training."

. » A Taste ofCollege Life. .L
At
<W>!)®

...

>L

•

*

U2)(jj)iBilbIl® TTirtDTfiilbll®
Wednesday-n-Thursday College I.D. Nights

A

mi" •Mihiiiiiiiiniiiii'

319 E. Woostcr St. (Across from Taco Bell)

354-2260

PHILOSOPHY 320 - BUSINESS ETHICS
Study issues like drug tests and employee privacy, sexual harassment,
deceptive sales, false and manipulative advertising and insider trading
with Professor Jim Child, former corporate CEO and practicing
attorney. Learn about ethical issues which may well face you in
business or already confront you as a citizen and voter.
MW 4:30 - 6:00
Section #3822

Instructor: James Child

No cover With valid college I.D.
18 and over welcome
Doors bust open at 8:00
Party till 2:30

DOWNTOWN/TOLEDO
209 N. SUPERIOR STREET
SUPERIOR at JEFFERSON
243-5911

American Red Cross
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Krzyzewski back in spotlight
Mike Krzyzewski sounds
unusually calm waiting In the
wings as the curtain goes up on
what is guaranteed to be the
most demanding performance
of his coaching career. The explanation can be found in what
Krzyzewski might fondly recall as his "How-I-spent-mysumraer" essay.
"It was nice learning that
there are a lot more people
walking around in a much bigger spotlight than me," he said
from the Duke basketball office the other day. "It was nice
walking around in this really
charged basketball environment and not being the focal
point. Not even close.
"Of course," he added,
"walking around behind Michael Jordan, Magic Johnson
and Larry Bird might have had
something to do with it."
For those with really short
memories, Krzyzewski spent
this past summer in basketballmad Barcelona as one of three
assistants (Seton Hall's P.J.
Carlesimo and Cleveland's
Lenny Wilkens were the others) to Dream Team coach
Chuck Daly. Since there was
precious little teaching required, Krzyzewski took advantage of a rare opportunity

to kick back on the bench and
do some studying himself.
"What else did I pick up?" he
repeated. "That I really liked

Guest Column
Jim Litke
being an assistant. In fact, I
told my assistants that if I ever
come back, it's going to be as
an assistant. It was a lot more
fun than being responsible
every time something goes
wrong."
He is chuckling softly as he
said these things into the telephone, or at least you imagine
he must have been.
For those with just short
memories, it bears remembering that under Coach K, Duke
has won back-to-back NCAA
championships, the first time
that neat little trick was turned
since 1973, and has been to the
Final Four five straight years
and six of the last seven.
Early in his career,
Krzyzewski, a graduate of
West Point who played for and
then served his coaching apprenticeship under gruff Bob-

by Knight, might have been
crushed under the weight of
similar expectations.
He was just 33 when he landed the job at Duke in 1980, an
unknown commodity sandwiched between venerable
Dean Smith at North Carolina
and excitable Jim Valvano at
North Carolina State. He was
stubborn and impatient and
convinced he could do everything himself through sheer
force of will. He was also losing often in those first few
years, and his cause wasn't
helped when Smith, in 1982,
and Valvano, the year after
that, won national championships on either side of him.
Things pretty much bottomed out in the 1983 Atlantic
Coast Conference tournament,
when the Blue Devils lost to
Virginia by 43 points in the
quarterfinals. The lesson that
loss drove home for Krzyzewski was the same one that he'd
learned while growing up, the
same one he'd learned at West
Point years earlier - and the
same one he saw confirmed
once more this summer in the
way Daly handled the Dream
Team.
little surprise, then, that
Krzyzewski's calm this late fall

afternoon seemed so unshakable.
"The fact was that all these
guys who were the best at what
they do were able to put their
individual concerns below that
of the group. What Chuck did
was identify a goal and convince them of the need to work
together, then he trusted them
to meet their Individual responsibilities themselves.
"People have the misconception that Michael Jordan just
walks out on the court and
doesn't prepare. It did me a
world of good to see how much
he actually prepares. I'll never
forget seeing how early Karl
Malone showed up in the
weight room each morning, or
how late Chris Mullin was on
the bicycle late most afternoons ...
"What Chuck achieved was
similar to what you try to do
with any team, whether it's in
sports or business or your family. You don't need the motivation of some outside source
saying you need to win this.
You get your kids and yourself
to ask," Krzyzewski said, "why
shouldn't we want to win this
for ourselves?"

Fab Five Browns' Tomczak will
atop AP
Top 25 start against Minnesota
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
BEREA, Ohio - Unlike last
Michigan's Fab Five ended week, when he let questions
their freshman year as close to a about his quarterbacks simmer
national championship as you can for several days, Cleveland
get and they start their sopho- Browns coach Bill Belichlck announced Monday that Mike
more season No. 1.
The Wolverines, who lost to Tomczak would remain his startDuke in the NCAA title game er this week.
Tomczak had his third career
with five freshman starters, finished atop the AP's preseason 300-yard passing performance
college basketball poll Monday Sunday against San Diego, but
with Kansas, Duke, Indiana and the Browns managed only one
Kentucky rounding out the top touchdown in the 14-13 loss.
Tomczak threw two Intercepfive.
"I think it says a lot of people tions, and one of them was rerecognize the quality of our turned 69 yards by Darren Carplayers and program and the rington to set up the Chargers'
strengths are perceived to be first touchdown.
Since Tomczak took over as
that good," Michigan coach Steve
Fisher said Monday. "But there Cleveland's starter following inare 10 or 12 teams good enough juries to Bernie Kosar (broken
to be considered the No. 1 team. I ankle) and Todd Philcox (broken
think we are one of those teams, thumb), the Browns have gone
4-3. They have not scored 20
but how good? I don't know."
Michigan received 23 of the 65 points on offense in any of Tomcfirst-place votes and 1,536 points zak's seven games.
"The first interception, just the
from the nationwide panel of
sportswriters and broadcasters. whole play wasn't really exeKansas, which was second in the cuted that well," Belichick said.
final regular-season poll last "I think Mike could have exeyear only to be upset by Texas-El
Paso in the second round of the
NCAA tournament, had 19 firstplace votes and 1,513 points.
Two-time defending champion
Duke was named first on 15 ballots and had 1,504 points, 15 more
than Indiana, which was No. 1 on
six ballots. Duke beat Indiana in
the national semifinals last
season before handily defeating
Michigan 71-51 in the championship game.
Kentucky was fifth followed by
Seton Hall, with two the only
other team to get first-place
votes. North Carolina, Memphis
State, Florida State and Arizona.
Iowa led the Second Ten, followed by Georgetown, Louisville,
Georgia Tech, Oklahoma, Connecticut, Tulane, Syracuse, Iowa
State and Michigan State.
Cincinnati, the other member
of last season's Final Four, was
21st followed by UNLV, Massachusetts, UCLA and Nebraska.
Michigan's Impressive sophomore class Is led by Chris Webber and Jalen Rose. They will be
tested early with a Dec 5 game
at Duke. On the same day, Kansas is at Indiana, making an early
December Saturday seem like a
weekend day in late March.
Fisher, who won a national
championship as Michigan's
interim coach in 1989, knows his
current team is good, but he also
knows they understand the huge
task ahead of them.

nop

Duke ended last season In the
No. 1 spot and the Blue Devils
have to replace player of the year
Christian Laettner and forward
Brian Davis. Kansas lost just one
starter from last season, as did
Indiana.

cuted a little bit better. We could
have run the route a little bit better. The way the whole thing
timed out, we gave Carrington a
little too much time to step in
there and make the play."
Tomczak's errors, however,
were only a part of the problem
against the Chargers' conference-leading defense, Belichick
said.

"I'm sure there's a couple
throws Mike would like to have
back," he said. "I'm sure there's
a couple blocks a lot of people
would like to have back, a couple
tackles, a couple calls, a couple
dropped passes. I don't think
anybody played a perfect game."
Philcox was activated for Sunday's game but did not play. Brad
Goebel, who had been backup up
Tomczak, was on the inactive list
for the game.
Kosar, meanwhile, is getting
closer to returning to practice,
Belichick said. Kosar has been
able to throw throughout much of
his rehabilitation but has been
unable to run much.

352-0077

During a workout last week, he
was still limping.
"He's definitely getting closer,
whether it's this week or last
week or next week or whatever.
It's heading that direction," Belichick aid. "Wf'11 have to see when
he's ready."
Last week, when it first appeared Philcox and possibly Kosar were close to returning, Belichick waited several days before
confirming that Tomczak would
start against the Chargers.
Cleveland was 0-2 in its first two
games with Kosar and 1-0 with
Philcox as a starter.
Asked Monday about his plans
for this Sunday's game at Minnesota, Belichick said simply,
"Mike'll start this week."

The BG News' Athlete of the Week
The BG volleyball team, which leads the MAC with a 15-1 record, enjoyed what was probably their best weekend of the
season, beating Miami and Ohio on succesive nights. Falcon captain 1 loll j Costein once again was the spark in both of the matches. Because she likes to spike, Holli has been named the BG
News' Athlete of the Week.
In the Miami match, Holli hit for a .321 percentage with 22 kills and five errors on S3 attempts. Her stats also included 13 digs, five
aces, and two total blocks in the match.
"Holli just about beat Miami by herself,"
head coach Denise Van De Walle said after
Costein ran off a 7-1 rally against the Redskins.
Against Ohio University, Holli was credited
with 14 kills, made one error in 28 attempts,
and also had 13 digs, 23 service aces, and three
total blocks. She had a .371 percentage for the
Costein
weekend.

Playoffs still goal
for hopeful Cincy
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - The Cincinnati
Bengals still hope to make the
playoffs despite Sunday's loss to
the New York Jets.
Bengals coach Dave Shula acknowledged, though, that the
17-14 loss makes his team's task
tougher. The Bengals (4-6) are
last in the AFC Central Division,
three games behind Pittsburgh,
and have been inconsistent in
their first season under Shula.
"It's a tough, tough loss because we were making some real
progress there," he said. "This
would have given us some real
momentum. But we still have
hopes."
"Nobody's given up. We haven't quit," strong safety David
Fulchersaid.
The Bengals also may have lost
All-Pro offensive tackle Anthony
Munoz again for a while.
Munoz was hit by a blitzing
Jets defender with 20 seconds
left in the game. Munoz limped
off the field. He was diagnosed
with a sprained left knee ligament.

The Bengals said Munoz would
undergo a magnetic resonance
image test to check whether he
had suffered a more extensive
injury.
Munoz had just returned to action Sunday from a month on injured reserve to rest two
strained shoulders. The new injury makes him doubtful for
Sunday's home game against the
Detroit Lions and could sideline
him for two to four weeks, Bengals trainer Paul Sparling said.
Reserve tackle Kevin Sargent
is Munoz's backup.
Before the injury, Munoz had
shown signs of rustiness and had
trouble trying to block Jets pass
rusher Marvin Washington.
"I felt decent, but I didn't feel
like I'd been playing for a while,"
Munoz said.
Right tackle Joe Walter said
Munoz's leadership is missed.
"He's the big team leader, and
you can definitely tell when he's
not there," Walter said. "It was
great to have him back, and now
it looks like he's gone again."

YOUTH

SHOW OFF YOUR "SMARTS" AT
COLLEGE BOWL
Sponsored by:
$SJ@ Games Committee,
The Honors Program, and
Residence Life.

Nov. 20th
Sign up Now thru Nov. 1 7
In daft® office, 330 Union
Cost: $5 per team
(Team: A people & 1 alternate)

Winning team will
compete at Regionals
Kent St. Feb27-28.
Possibly even Nationals!

For more information call

at 2-2343 or 2-2174

Put Us To The Test...

0*

Accelerated path to a career in
Sales Marketing Management.
Outstanding Consumer
Products Sales Training.

0*

Industry Leadership.

Check out the E. & J. Gallo Sales Management
Program. Interested Juniors and Seniors should
attend our Information Session:

Wednesday November 18,1992
Room 110 BA
7:30 P.M.

E. & J. Gallo Winery
Sales Management Program

M

Classified
Tuesday, November 17, 1992
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

LOST & FOUND

•CHEATING A FUTURE'
Special Career Development Program
Learn aboul the Creaive Industry
Wed. Nov 18. 7:30. Mcf all Assembly
This meeting could change you hie.

LOST: A pair of prescription glasses, tortoise
shell frames m a black glass case They were
lost after the BG-Mami game between the stadium A me ice arena If found, please call
372-5897. Reward

•" WOMEN IN COMMUNCATION "TOUR OF CH 47 * WKXA RADIO
Wednesday. 11/18.6:15 al Union Oval
ALLWELCOMEH

SERVICES OFFERED

BGSU S»i Club Meeting
Man da lory Meeling:
Tuesday.Nov. -0.9 00pm. noBA
T-shirts are in. They are SI S.
Money 'or trip is dueNOWi
Beginning thru Advanced.
Skiers and Snowboarders welcome.
New lower Inp prices
Gel some snow in your life.
Jon Ihe BGSU SHiCluP"

Would you Ilka lo make up to 1500 • week In
your own home? Send $1.00 and SASE lo
R. Molllson. P.O. Boi 201 Bowling Gresn,
OH 43402

Christians! There's a "Prayse" gathering
Thurs., Nov. 19. 7:30pm Union Ballroom It's
Freel Bring AFnendl

PERSONALS

II you are Interested in scheduling a panel from
the Lesbian And Oay AIManceto speak to
you group, call 352 5242 (LAGA) between
7-10 p.m. Mondays. Wednesdays, or Fridays.
Please call at least two weeks m advance and
leave the name and number of a contact person
__

• ADVERTISING CLUB MEETING •
Wed , Nov 18.7:30pm. McFall Assembly
"Creating A Future " Career Dev. Week
Featunng; Graphic Designer. Creative Induslry
Inlo, Slides, Videos. Student and Professional
work.
Everyone is welcome1

LEARN HOW TO ICE SKATE'
BGSU SKATING CLUB
EVERYTUfSOAY9 is -0 15PM
Want To See The Country?
Why No! Spend A Semester on Eichange?

Alcohol Annum Week Winners:
Fraternities: 1st Phi Kappa Tau, 2nd Phi Kappa Psi. 3rd Detta Tau Delta
SoronDes: Ist-Pi Beta Prn, 2nd Kappa Kappa
Gamma. 3rd-Kappa Delta.
Overall winner: Phi Kappa Tau
Congratulationsi

"NEVER AGAIN"

" NEVER AGAIN "
— AMA FORMAL MEETING
WED., NOV It, 7:30
ROOM 110 BA
"Ernest and Gallo Wines

Inlo Session:
Wsdnesdsy, November 1Sth

7:30pm
Alumni Room-Union, 3rd floor.
Be Independent - Take the Chancel'
WFAL' FREE HEOADETH TIX' WFAL
LISTEN 10 the HEAVY METAL BLITZ
TONIGHT from 10pm to 2am for your
chance to WIN FREE PASSESI
680AMon-campus
Cable channel 14 off-campus
WFAL - FREE UEGADETH TIX ■ WFAL

Alpha Phi - Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi
Carol Metis - Good luck on your campaign lor
Panhetlenic President. Your sisters are behind
you.
Alpha Phi ■ Alpha Phi ■ Alpha Phi

Our next meeting will be tonight at 9pm in the
Ohio Suite, 3rd Floor of the Union. New members are always welcomel

THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE

"Spring Breaki" Bahamas Cruise (*10
Meais) $2/9 Panama City With Kitchen $119>
Cancun $4291 Jamaica $4791 Daytona (Kitchens) $149' KeyWest $2491 Prices Increase
12/11/921
1 800*78*388
Need a break? Join Friends ol the Deal Nov.
18 lor skating al the Ice Arena 8:00-10-00 pm.
Everyone is welcome

OS.E A meeting
Nov. 17 al 9:00 pm. 121 West Hall
Topic: How to deal with divorce in the classroom
_^_^_

SAVE BIG ON SPRING BREAK '93
JAMAICA. CANCUN 8 FLORIDA FROM $119
BOOK EARLY 8 SAVE $$l ORGANIZE
GROUP TRAVEL FREEI SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1 800-426-7710.

SWEATERS ON SALE!)
Today. 10-5
1st Floor, University Hall

Spririg semester lessss svsllsbls.
One bedroom and efficiency apartments
Call Mecca Management al 353 5800
True spiral perms * $50 00
Campus Headquarters Salon
125 E Wooster' 354-2244
Thanks Tracey,
For the awesome fish LUNAII You're the best
bigevsrlll
Love, Your Lil - Julie

The Best Special in Town
Sun.,Mon.,Tues.,Wed
All night at BRATHAUS
Pitchers & beer bottles of the week
Kamikazi. Oualude. Melon Ball $ SO
I9and over NO COVER 352-8707
Myles' Pizza by the SIK*.
This week's bottle "BUD LIGHT"

Word And Play In The Nation'. Capital
Earn College Credit &
Professional Expenenoel
THE WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP
Info Session:
Thursday, November 19th. 2 30 pm
Tafl Room, Union, 3rd Floor

CINEMARK THEATRES

Congratulationsi Way to Gol

TYPING SLRVICFS
Reasonable Rates with Accuracy
Call 352-3987 Irom 8am ■ 9pm

1

Call Sue Young, 372-2451 br more info

Euchre Tournament Winners:
i si-Mike Feehmer 8 Brian Weeks
(Delta Tau Delta)
2nd Penelope Parsons 8 Melissa Utrata
(Kappa Kappa Gamma)
3rd-Matt Carter 8 MikeG Johnson
(Phi Kappa Tau)

Pregnant? We can help
Free pregnancy tests A supportive services.
Call 354 4673. BG Pregnancy Center.

Chinese Film Senes
Nov 16-21. Gish Film Theater
H.SOaocket
Contact 372-6621 lor Info 8 tickets

We invite you to know Jesus Christ'
Join uft m praise, singing, prayer.
leaching, fellowship and
Meet new (nendalll
ACTIVE CHRISTIANS TODAY
Meets 7:00 p.m. TONIGHT!
Alumni Room, 3rd Floor Student Union
For more info call 352-6436

Alcohol Awareness Week
Banner Contest Winners*
1 st-Phi Kappa Tau 8 Alpha Gamma Delta
2nd-Kappa Kappa Gamma
3rd Kappa Delta
4th-Pi Beta Phi

Pardon me, but do have an ALD tutor?
Great taste and great grades go hand in hand
Call Fact Line for an Alpha Lambda Delta tutor
It's smart...very smart. (372-2445).

BGSU DSA PRESENTS
Woody Alan's "SleeperWednesday. 11/18.8 pm, 115 Education

KNOW WHERE YOUR FEES OO:
BE AN OFF-CAMPUS REP FOR ACGFA
APPLICATIONS AT 10SO MOSELEY
A 408 STUDENT SERVICES
DEADLINE 5P.M., DECEMBER II

Chris.
I know you're stressing about your class load
this semester, and I figured you'll make a
bunch ot New Year's resolutions lor sellimprovement. The Rec Center's 'IE Club 8"
program can help1 Weekly meltings with
trained graduate students on such issues as
stress and time managemnet. fitness, nutntion,
goal setting and other wellness topics can help
you have a great semester! Call or stop by the
Rec Center office (2-2711) for more mforma
Don or lo sign up. The program begins January
25,8 weeks before Spnng Break.
Your friend.
Lee
Why did you choose BO?
Share your insight and experiences with prospective students and help them make a great
decision tool!!
Be a Preview Day Volunteer Tour Guide
Ssturdsy, Decembers
For into and signups call 372 9866
Or stop in the Office of Admissions
Tour Guide Office. McFall Center.
WFAL' FREE MEGADETH TIX ■ WFAL
LISTEN to the HEAVY METAL BLITZ
TONIGHT from 10pm to 2am for your
chance to WIN FREE PASSES!
680 AM on campus
Cable channel 14 off campus
WFAL "FREE MEGADETH TIX • WFAL
Tuesday Special:
Meatball Sub. 7" or 4" only $ 99. 5-9. Inside or
pick up. Campus Pollyeyes 440 E Court
3529638
WAR AND PEACE WEEK
Buy any video at regular price and receive any
War and Peace video tree. Expires 11/20/92

LATE NIGHT VIDEO DELIVERS
140E Wooster354 5283

Anyone with a GPA ol 3 5 or above may take
Honors classes. Come to the Honors Program
oftioe. 231 Admin. Bldfl during open reg for
more details or call 372 8504.
BGSU IRISH CLUB!!
Meeting tonight St 9:30 pm
104 BA Bunding

All srs wslcomell
Carol,
Good luck tonight w/ your speech for Panhel
President. You have my support all the way1
Love, Your Little. Julie

Monday thru Friday, shows
start at approximately 4 p.m.

Guess who you're competing with
for jobs after graduation?

UNDEflSEIO£-a
Paaaenoar 57 ■ R
S»<W>SMD4«
VfMttrSffBM
I ID .}*. )<■ t 10 • TO
II.IM.4M.MI.I ic
Rivor Run* Through II PG
T«* S*«mi a fcM Put
.30,4:30, T;OM:>0*
M.GMTV DUCKS PG
Errabo Eatavaf
1 OO. 3O0. SOP, 7:00. 900 *
B*am Stoker a DRACULA

F?!ne. wpioi
:Smi

Guess who's going to get the job?

1130 Jenrilw Eight

Call Sue Young 372-2451 for more info.

.
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CAN'T BE BEAT
FOR VALUE
At Myles' Pizza and Myles' Dairy Queen, we've been in business for
nearly 20 years. During this time we've come to realize how
important the value of the DOLLAR, quality food and efficient service
is to our customers. With this being the giving season, we've decided
to give you the opportunity to come in and see how good our food is
with these valuable coupons.
MYLES' PIZZA DOUGH
SB Dairy Queen

m

any 14" pizza
delivery or pick-up

Free Delivery

■

352-1504 or

'

354-4660

|

Offer Expires
11-24/92

|

<fl£Z£Z
«

WANTED
1 or 2 male subleasers wanted for Spring semester .Own room Sixth St Call 352 3975
E. Merry apt Campus-side Need subieaser for
Spnng tt33/mo. |S200ott) 353-2334
Graduating and looking for female to sublease
apartment across from Ad. Blflg Call alter
5 00 Knsten 352 565?

HELP WANTED
$300-1500 WEEKLY
Assemble products al home. Easy1 No selling
You're paid direct FuHy Guaranteed. FREE In
tormaw>n-24 Hour Hotline 801-379-2900. Copy riQh.»OHl7lKOH
1993! NEW YEAR! NEW OPPORTUNITY!
A national company plans lo provide 200 year
around part time openings in the Bowling
Green area beginning early next year. Employees will have a choice ol two 24-hour per
week shifts. Work 12-4 p.m. or S-9 p.m. Mon
day through Friday, and 9-1 p.m. to 2-6 p.m. on
Saturday Also available will be some full-time
openings with opportunities tor advancement
to supervisory positions. Starting hourly rate
will be $5 per hour No experience Paid training. Call households and businesses from our
new facility to venfy base household information. No selling Great opportunity for students,
spouses and others to earn extra money. Apply
by sending your name, address, telephone
number and your shift preference lo: PJ Ivey,
2512 Rogers Blvd., Manhattan. KS 66502. We
are an equal opportunity employer and we do
not discriminate on the basis of age. sex. race,
national origin, or physical handicap.

Heipi 1 F subieaser tor Spring Semester 93!
Close to campus! Call 353-4726.

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS
Students needed1 Earn $600*
per week in canneries or
$4000. per month on fishing boats
No experience necessary!
Get a head start on summer!
For program call:
(206) 545-41SS Ext. AS544

Help' I need more Dec Graduation tickets
Wiling to pay Call Beth 352-7769.
Housemate wanted-Available 12/15

Non-smoker, own room, J150 ♦ utilities
Lance 655-3084
LOOKING FOR 1 MALE SUBLEASER FOR
SPRING HUGE APARTMENT: 2 BDRMS. 2
FULL BATHS, LOTS OF CLOSET SPACE.
FURNISHED. AIR, LAUNDRY FACILITIES
GREAT ROOMMATES CALL 352-1756 OR
1 625-4403 (WEEKENDS). ASK FOR CRAG
Must have roommate lor Spnng semester.
Very close to campus.
Please call ASAP. 353 8709
Need subieaser for own bedroom in two bedroom, spacious apartment Furnished, available now Call 353 3950 alter 6pm.
Nonsmoking female subieaser lo share apt. lor
Spnng -93. $150 per mo. • share ol utilities,
close lo campus, pool, AC, * clubhouse. Call
3534619.
One female subieaser tor Spnng semester.
Very cheap and dose lo campus1
Please call 352-4536. leave message
Roommate wanted lo share small house.
Own room.

Call 352-7271.
See that hand held recorder in your desk that
you don't use? I would use il.
CaliJeanne,372-4gi4.

SUBLEASE R|S| NEEDED
For Spring -93. Very close to campus.
Uol. ind. in rent. Call 352-6815

Night derk needed at Buckeye Budget
Midnight'8 am. Thurs - Sun.
Every other Sun (Sat night) off.
Phone Tim, 352-1520 or slop in

American Dream Koemetlea, Inc.
An Ohio baaed nationwide coemetlce company Is expanding In all areaa. Aloe baaed
akin care and glamour product* Sales
counselor* 4 director* needed. No Inventory to stock 1-80O-USA-8759, 8-6, M-F GOQO-OOi
Aquatics Coordinator • Direct and supervise
Aquatic Programs, fitness related programs
and programs for special populations. Bachelor's Degree in Physical Education. Recreation
or related field and two year's work experience
comparable to requirements. Staff Supervisory
skills in successful work with special populations, teaching skills in aquatics and ability to
work flexible hours desired. Current life guard
training and WSI certifications will be required.
Salary $17.500 to $19,000 plus benefits. Final
deadline December 2.1992, Submit resume to
Office Manager. YWCA. 1O18 Jefferson.
Tolfloo. OH 43624 (EOE)
Earn $1.000 per week at home stuffing envelopes! For Information, please send long self
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enterprises. Box 67068C, Cuyahoga FaHs. OH
44222

Now Hiring Spring Break Repa!!!
Greeks, Organizations, Individuals
Earn Cash. Free Trips A Experience
Call Joe

Endless Summer
1-800-234-7007
Photographers needed to take pictures at
Greek Events. Experience not necessary but
preferred. Must have own transportation. Call
THE PICTURE MAN at 353^ 1060
9PRINGBHEAKERS
Promote our Fkmda Spring Break packages
Earn MONEY and FREE trips. Call Campus
Marketing 800-423-5264.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home All materials provided Send SASE to P.O. Box 9643
Spnngfield. MO 65801

WANT TO TRAVEL FREE, EARN CASH
AND RESUME EXPERIENCE?
Students A Organizations call
College Tours to jom our team'
We have 25 years experience,
great prices, hotels & destinations
Call 1(800) 959-4SUN

FOR SALE
1988 Toyota Tercel DX, 2 door, automatic,
new ires, new front/back brakes, AM-FM
cassette, air. Metallic gray, 67.000 miles
Good condition Asking $4800 or best offer
(419)8656563 Holland.
1990 Nissan 240 SX. Red, 5-speed, sir,
cruise, aporta package. Excellent Condllion 80,000miles.$5900(535-1394)
5 string Fender Squire Blue Bass
6 months old-Great Condition
$300 00 or best offer 353-8011
Alvarez Acoustic Guitar. EC. $240 Brother
Correction Typewnter. EC. $124. Two leather
jackets, hardly worn, 1 bik. 1 dk. brn: make
offer, 82 Yamaha Maxim, disassembled for
painting, extras, make offer. Call Tom
354-7159
CHEAP! FBI'U.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
$200

86 VW

$50

87MERCEOES

$100

65 MUSTANG

$65

Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE Information-24 Hour Hotline.
801-379-2929 Copyright#OHl7KJC
Nintendo with six games
$100 or best offer
Steve 353 7019

Earn $10.00 per hour working on campus in
your spare time. Self motivated individuals w/
good communication skills need only apply.
For more info contact Paul Evans,
614-538 7665.

Sega/Genesis
with 4 games.
Call: 353 5213

HOLIDAY HELP
$8 25 TO START
Company expanding Ft. - pt. positions avail
Flexible schedule. Only nice people may apply.
Call today 321-5365.

Sleeper sofa. $50. Two lamps, $ 15.
Two stuffed rockers. $25.
Cash N' Carry. Call 8740468. eves

NANNIES NEEDED.
Live-in child care positions available now on
the East Coast Earn $175 - 250/week plus
benefits & free room/board
Call The Perfect Nanny -1800-882-2698

FOR RENT
2bdrm.sm hall needed to
sublease immediately
Evelyn. 353-31 S3

Toledo
Medical
Services, Ind

2 bedroom furnished apt.
available now or next semester.

352-2663

Reproductive Health Care
for Women
Abortion to 17 Weeks

AUTOMENTAL •
BG Quality Motors
Sales Inc.

24 HR, PHONE SERVICE
Free Pregnancy Tests
Special Student Rates
All Services Strictly Confidential
5164 Monroe St.,
Toledo, Ohio
1-800-367-2036
885-5700

* Low Cost Rentals
* No Credit Card Required
* Must Be 21

1051 N. Main Street
(across Irom Krogers)

352-8469

3 bdrm. house. Good location, detached garage. JeOu/month plus unities. Available Dec.
1. Call 354 6218 or 669-3564
3 bdrm. upstairs apartment. Located downtown Call 354-1812. Available now.
Help 2 subleasers needed to rent for Spring 93
semester, t bedroom, furnished, 1 block from
campus. Desperate' 353-7803.
Houses A apts. Close to campus.
For Summer "93 and 93-94 school year.
Phone 1-267-3341
Listings Available now.
Cany Rentals. 316 E. Merry *3 353-0325.
■93-94 school year
Sublease 1 bedroom apt available in December. Furnished, A/C, cheap utilities CaH
352-1900 or Gary Thompson at 354-3986.

NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPOINT
STUDENT MEMBERS TO ACGFA

Last Info Session of 1992!
Thursday, November 19th
2:30 p.m.
Taft Room - 3rd Floor, Union

Sr^twijNovarrtW' .3*"iT"
Pet Sematary 2 - R
ali»eat>Sl.SOtf 11:30

Would you like ID spend your Spnng Break in
New York City to learn about poverty and racism first hand, and also earn 3 hours credii in
Ethnic Studies? For information call Bill
Thompson al UCF Center. 352 7534 The cost
is only $170 00 for food, lodging, and transportation

Call 352-0946

Last year, interns in Washington
D.C. worked at the White House,
CNN, and the Senate.

Saturday & Sunday Full Schedule

Campus Big Brothers
Informational Meeting
Tues.Nov 17.945pm. 113BA
Make a Difference in a Child's Ufal

SUBLEASER NEEDED
for Spring Semester
-OWN ROOM'
Close to Campus

1234 N. Main St.

All Shows $3.00
after 6 p.m. with
Student ID

THE BLOOOMOBILE IS HERE!
THE BLOOOMOBILE IS HERE'
ALL WEEK AT THE NORTHEAST COMMONS
10 30AM-4 30PM
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFEI
CALL 352-4575 FOR A PRIORITY APPOINTMENT

Spnng subieaser needed for Wmthrop Terrace.
male or female. Will have own room and bathroom. Rentranefl..calKim3S2-1872

DG MICHELLE BEVERLY DO
You've helped me in so many way.
I just can't count the days.
Thanks tor all you do.
And remember I'm here lor you'
Our friendship is strong.
It's right where we belong'
The best is yet to cornel
Love. Your Little. Steph
DG STEPH OLSON DG

CINEMA

•Shows will change Friday • N0FAS8S

Tuesday, November 17, 1992

The BG News

FREE
Fries

w/ purchase of a
Double Cheese Burger
4»* E. Wooster
offer Expire)* 11/24/92

Eight student organizations each select one student member o the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations. Students interested in being considered
for selection to ACGFA may contact one of the organizations listed below, The
selection process will be completed by Friday, December 11, 1992.
African American Graduate
Student Association
African Peoples Association
Black Student Union
Interfraternity Council

Latino Student Union
Off-Campus Student Organization
Resident Student Association
Women for Women

Applications for

spring 1993 BG News editor
are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 214 West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 24

